Rising Tenth Grade Summer Reading
Confirmation

Name:
Directions: Your summer reading requirements are divided into three sections, each described in the following
form. This form should be completed, signed by the student and parent, and turned in by Friday, August 17.
.
Step One:
● Read The Song of Roland (Dorothy Sayers tranlation). A .pdf copy is available online.
Step Two:
● Choose a book from the attached list and read your selection in its entirety.
Please list the selected book and author below:

Step Three:
● Read an additional 300 pages from a book or books of your choice. Make sure that your selection is
approved by your parent.
Please list the selected book(s), author(s) and number of pages below:

Please choose one of the following options and sign the statement below. Have your parent sign in the
space provided.
_____ I completed all three steps as they are described above.
_____ I did not complete all three steps as they are described above. (If you choose this option, you must
provide an explanation of what you did and did not complete to receive partial credit. If you do not provide an
explanation, you will not receive any participation credit.)

_____________________________________________________________________
Student Signature

_____________
Date

_____________________________________________________________________
Parent Signature

_____________
Date

Rising Tenth Grade
Step Two Summer Reading List
Remember that you may check www.lexile.com for additional information about each book, including the
difficulty level of each book and a summary of the plot.
Tier 1 (905L - 980L)
Albom, Mitch - Tuesdays with Morrie

830L

Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher, or a colleague. Someone older, patient and wise, who understood you
when you were young and searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you sound
advice to help you make your way through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz, his college
professor from nearly twenty years ago.
Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights faded, and the world
seemed colder. Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt you, receive
wisdom for your busy life today the way you once did when you were younger? Mitch Albom had that second
chance. He rediscovered Morrie in the last months of the older man's life. Knowing he was dying, Morrie
visited with Mitch in his study every Tuesday, just as they used to back in college. Their rekindled relationship
turned into one final “class”: lessons in how to live. Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time
together, through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with the world.

Crane, Stephen - The Red Badge of Courage

890L

The Red Badge of Courage is a war novel by American author Stephen Crane (1871–1900). Taking place
during the American Civil War, the story is about a young private of the Union Army, Henry Fleming, who
flees from the field of battle. Overcome with shame, he longs for a wound, a "red badge of courage," to
counteract his cowardice. When his regiment once again faces the enemy, Henry acts as standard-bearer.
Although Crane was born after the war, and had not at the time experienced battle first-hand, the novel is
known for its realism. He began writing what would become his second novel in 1893, using various
contemporary and written accounts (such as those published previously by Century Magazine) as inspiration. It
is believed that he based the fictional battle on that of Chancellorsville; he may also have interviewed veterans
of the 124th New York Volunteer Infantry Regiment, commonly known as the Orange Blossoms. Initially
shortened and serialized in newspapers in December 1894, the novel was published in full in October 1895. A
longer version of the work, based on Crane's original manuscript, was published in 1982.

Bronte, Charlotte - Jane Eyre

1040L

A novel of intense power and intrigue, Jane Eyre has dazzled generations of readers with its depiction of a
woman's quest for freedom. Having grown up an orphan in the home of her cruel aunt and at a harsh charity
school, Jane Eyre becomes an independent and spirited survivor-qualities that serve her well as governess at
Thornfield Hall. But when she finds love with her sardonic employer, Rochester, the discovery of his terrible

secret forces her to make a choice. Should she stay with him whatever the consequences or follow her
convictions, even if it means leaving her beloved?

Bronte, Emily - Wuthering Heights

880L

In this classic novel, written in the epistolary style popular in the 19th century, the tragic love story of
Heathcliff and Catherine Earnshaw plays out against the backdrop of a gloomy manor called Wuthering
Heights. Emily Bronte’s masterpiece has gone on to become required reading among most high school students,
yet the passionate individuals who populate Bronte’s landscape and charge the book’s atmosphere with their
brooding, intense personalities – personalities which are commonplace in fiction now but repulsed readers and
critics alike in Victorian times – have ensured the novel’s popularity up to the present day on its own merits.

Golding, William - Lord of the Flies

770L

William Golding's compelling story about a group of very ordinary small boys marooned on a coral island has
become a modern classic. At first it seems as though it is all going to be great fun; but the fun before long
becomes furious and life on the island turns into a nightmare of panic and death. As ordinary standards of
behaviour collapse, the whole world the boys know collapses with them—the world of cricket and homework
and adventure stories—and another world is revealed beneath, primitive and terrible.Labeled a parable, an
allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, even a vision of the apocalypse, Lord of the Flies
has established itself as a true classic.

Goldman, William - The Princess Bride

870L

Anyone who lived through the 1980s may find it impossible—inconceivable, even—to equate The Princess
Bride with anything other than the sweet, celluloid romance of Westley and Buttercup, but the film is only a
fraction of the ingenious storytelling you'll find in these pages. Rich in character and satire, the novel is set in
1941 and framed cleverly as an “abridged” retelling of a centuries-old tale set in the fabled country of Florin
that's home to “Beasts of all natures and descriptions. Pain. Death. Brave men. Coward men. Strongest men.
Chases. Escapes. Lies. Truths. Passions.”

Lewis, C.S. - The Chronicles of Narnia (any book)

870L

C. S. Lewis's The Chronicles of Narnia has captivated readers of all ages for over sixty years, enchanting them
with a magical realm where worlds come and go at the toss of a ring, where boys and girls become kings and
queens, where there are more talking creatures than people. The series includes seven titles - The Magician's
Nephew; The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; The Horse and His Boy; Prince Caspian; The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader;The Silver Chair; and The Last Battle.

Richardson, Don - Peace Child

NP

In 1962, Don and Carol Richardson risked their lives to share the gospel with the Sawi people of New Guinea.
Peace Child tells their unforgettable story of living among these headhunters and cannibals who valued
treachery through "fattening" victims with friendship before the slaughter. God gave Don and Carol the key to
the Sawi hearts via a redemptive analogy from their own mythology. The "peace child" became the secret to
unlocking a value system that existed through generations over centuries, possibly millenniums, of time. This
analogy became a stepping-stone by which the gospel came into the Sawi culture and started both a spiritual and
a social revolution from within. With an epilogue updating how the gospel has impacted the Sawi people, Peace
Child will inspire a new generation of readers who need to hear this unforgettable story and the lessons it
teaches us about communicating Christ in a meaningful way to those around us.
Steinbeck, John - Of Mice and Men

630L

They are an unlikely pair: George is "small and quick and dark of face"; Lennie, a man of tremendous size, has
the mind of a young child. Yet they have formed a "family," clinging together in the face of loneliness and
alienation. Laborers in California's dusty vegetable fields, they hustle work when they can, living a hand-tomouth existence. For George and Lennie have a plan: to own an acre of land and a shack they can call their
own. When they land jobs on a ranch in the Salinas Valley, the fulfillment of their dream seems to be within
their grasp. But even George cannot guard Lennie from the provocations of a flirtatious woman, nor predict the
consequences of Lennie's unswerving obedience to the things George taught him.

Zindel, Paul - The Pigman

950L

In The Pigman, what begins as a teenage prank soon becomes a timeless examination of grief, acceptance, and
the transformative power of friendship. High-school sophomores John and Lorraine had no idea what they were
starting when they made a prank phone call to a stranger named Angelo Pignati. Virtually overnight, they
befriended the old man. But now Mr. Pignati is dead. And for John and Lorraine, the only way to find peace is
to write down their friend's story—the true story of the Pigman.

Tier 2 (981L - 1070L)
Austen, Jane - Emma

990L

Emma, by Jane Austen, is a novel about youthful hubris and the perils of misconstrued romance. The novel was
first published in December 1815. As in her other novels, Austen explores the concerns and difficulties of
genteel women living in Georgian-Regency England; she also creates a lively comedy of manners among her
characters. Before she began the novel, Austen wrote, "I am going to take a heroine whom no one but myself
will much like." In the very first sentence she introduces the title character as "Emma Woodhouse, handsome,
clever, and rich." Emma, however, is also rather spoiled, headstrong, and self-satisfied; she greatly
overestimates her own matchmaking abilities; she is blind to the dangers of meddling in other people's lives;
and her imagination and perceptions often lead her astray.

Dumas, Alexandre - The Three Musketeers

990L

The Three Musketeers is a novel by Alexandre Dumas. Set in the 17th century, it recounts the adventures of a
young man named d'Artagnan after he leaves home to travel to Paris, to join the Musketeers of the Guard.
D'Artagnan is not one of the musketeers of the title; those being his friends Athos, Porthos and Aramis,
inseparable friends who live by the motto "all for one, one for all", a motto which is first put forth by
d'Artagnan. In genre, The Three Musketeers is primarily a historical novel and adventure. However Dumas also
frequently works into the plot various injustices, abuses and absurdities of the ancien regime, giving the novel
an additional political aspect at a time when the debate in France between republicans and monarchists was still
fierce. The story was first serialized from March to July 1844, during the July monarchy, four years before the
French Revolution of 1848 violently established the second Republic. The author's father, Thomas-Alexandre
Dumas had been a well-known general in France's Republican army during the French revolutionary wars.
Although adaptations tend to portray d'Artagnan and the three musketeers as heroes, the novel portrays less
appealing characters, who are willing to commit violence over slight insults and through unquestioning loyalty
to the king and queen, and treat their servants and supposed social inferiors with contempt and violence.

Tolkien, J.R. - The Hobbit, or any books from The Lord of the Rings trilogy

1000L

One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them. In
ancient times the Rings of Power were crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark Lord, forged the One
Ring, filling it with his own power so that he could rule all others. But the One Ring was taken from him, and
though he sought it throughout Middle-earth, it remained lost to him. After many ages it fell by chance into the
hands of the hobbit Bilbo Baggins. From Sauron's fastness in the Dark Tower of Mordor, his power spread far
and wide. Sauron gathered all the Great Rings to him, but always he searched for the One Ring that would
complete his dominion.
When Bilbo reached his eleventy-first birthday he disappeared, bequeathing to his young cousin Frodo the
Ruling Ring and a perilous quest: to journey across Middle-earth, deep into the shadow of the Dark Lord, and
destroy the Ring by casting it into the Cracks of Doom. The Lord of the Rings tells of the great quest
undertaken by Frodo and the Fellowship of the Ring: Gandalf the Wizard; the hobbits Merry, Pippin, and Sam;
Gimli the Dwarf; Legolas the Elf; Boromir of Gondor; and a tall, mysterious stranger called Strider.

Tier 3 (1071L - 1195L)
Dickens, Charles - Oliver Twist

1230L

The story of Oliver Twist - orphaned, and set upon by evil and adversity from his first breath - shocked readers
when it was published. After running away from the workhouse and pompous beadle Mr Bumble, Oliver finds
himself lured into a den of thieves peopled by vivid and memorable characters - the Artful Dodger, vicious
burglar Bill Sikes, his dog Bull's Eye, and prostitute Nancy, all watched over by cunning master-thief Fagin.

Combining elements of Gothic Romance, the Newgate Novel and popular melodrama, Dickens created an
entirely new kind of fiction, scathing in its indictment of a cruel society, and pervaded by an unforgettable sense
of threat and mystery.

Dumas, Alexandre - The Count of Monte Cristo

1080L

Thrown in prison for a crime he has not committed, Edmond Dantes is confined to the grim fortress of If. There
he learns of a great hoard of treasure hidden on the Isle of Monte Cristo and he becomes determined not only to
escape, but also to unearth the treasure and use it to plot the destruction of the three men responsible for his
incarceration. Dumas’ epic tale of suffering and retribution, inspired by a real-life case of wrongful
imprisonment, was a huge popular success when it was first serialized in the 1840s.

Lewis, C.S. - The Screwtape Letters

1250L

The Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis is a classic masterpiece of religious satire that entertains readers with its
sly and ironic portrayal of human life and foibles from the vantage point of Screwtape, a highly placed assistant
to "Our Father Below." At once wildly comic, deadly serious, and strikingly original, C.S. Lewis's The
Screwtape Letters is the most engaging account of temptation—and triumph over it—ever written.

Orwell, George - Animal Farm

1170L

Manor Farm is like any other English farm, expect for a drunken owner, Mr Jones, incompetent workers and
oppressed animals. Fed up with the ignorance of their human masters, the animals rise up in rebellion and take
over the farm. Led by intellectually superior pigs like Snowball and Napoleon, the animals how to take charge
of their destiny and remove the inequities of their lives. But as time passes, the realize that things aren't
happening quite as expected. Animal Farm is, one level, a simple story about barnyard animals. On a much
deeper level, it is a savage political satire on corrupted ideals, misdirected revolutions and class conflict-themes
as valid today as they were sixty years ago.

Severance, John B - Einstein

1130L

Albert Einstein expanded the way we understand our universe and helped create a framework for modern
physics with his groundbreaking theory of relativity. In this detailed and well-balanced biography, illustrated
with exceptional archival photographs, John B. Severance recounts Einstein's life from his privileged childhood
and disappointing early career to his later recognition as one of the most respected and beloved scientists of this
century. The author identifies Einstein's complex theories and makes clear why his ideas are still the basis of
work by today's top physicists. He also reveals many of Einstein's inner complexities and eccentricities,
exploring the personal and public controversies that followed him throughout his life. What emerges is a picture
of a brilliant, compassionate, yet imperfect man whose remarkable theories gave the world an enormous push
into the future.

White, T.H. - The Once and Future King

1080L

Once upon a time, a young boy called “Wart” was tutored by a magician named Merlyn in preparation for a
future he couldn’t possibly imagine. A future in which he would ally himself with the greatest knights, love a
legendary queen and unite a country dedicated to chivalrous values. A future that would see him crowned and
known for all time as Arthur, King of the Britons. During Arthur’s reign, the kingdom of Camelot was founded
to cast enlightenment on the Dark Ages, while the knights of the Round Table embarked on many a noble quest.
But Merlyn foresaw the treachery that awaited his liege: the forbidden love between Queen Guinevere and
Lancelot, the wicked plots of Arthur’s half-sister Morgause, and the hatred she fostered in Mordred that would
bring an end to the king’s dreams for Britain--and to the king himself.
The world's greatest fantasy classic is the magical epic of King Arthur and his shining Camelot, of Merlyn and
Guinevere, of beasts who talk and men who fly, of wizardry and war. It is the book of all things lost and
wonderful and sad. It is the fantasy masterpiece by which all others are judged.

